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Laraan is experienced best when using a controller. A Windows or Xbox game pad is
ideal.
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The game was bearable for the first 20 minutes or so. The camera control is terrible making movement very difficult. The
movement is a whole differnt story. The first maze is when I call it quits. Impossible deal with. Character detection is terrible. I
died by walking into a non moving trap door. I actually hated the game the moment I started the game. The music is interesting
but super loud. On top of that, there are no settings options. Good concept but I rather play clicker hero than this.. Laraan
represents a whole world under your feet. Beautiful art, great soundtrack and thousand miles of an incredible open world to
explore makes this title a must for this 2017 indie scene.. This is a 3D platformer with a minimalist polygon aesthetic. While
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this is often done out of laziness, in this case they made the game look fairly decent. You control Zoah (Noahs cousin or
something) and God wants shiny balls so you need to run around various polygon landscapes, negotiating obstacles so you can
collect balls for God. The downfall here is you can't really customise the settings much and the controls are a bit janky and don't
feel that good when playing. This becomes a problem when the levels start adding traditional platformer annoyances that you
need to avoid (spikes, elevator platforms etc).. I've only played about 45 minutes of this game (collected 5/8 gold things), but I
already love it. The art style, the music, the levels. It's great! My one complaint is sometimes the camera doesn't follow you
smoothly, sometimes it zooms in way too far when you are up against a wall and is sometimes difficult to turn, which in turn
makes platforming difficult. I 100% recommend this game. I paid $4.99 and have gotten 45 minutes of entertainment out of it,
and plan to get much, much more!. Laraan huh more like La-run as in the other direction and don't look back save your coins
for something better!. OOOH LAAAARAAAAAAN. It is a good game, the story is interesting and you want to explore the
world, the game mechanics are simple and you get used quickly, the camera is a bit difficult to control but throughout the game
you adapt perfectly. Overall it is a good game very well trained.. This game is incredible, I have enjoyed playing a lot. I really
like the low poly style and this game has it. I recommend it 100% to everyone.
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